Embassy of Italy in Tokyo
Japan Meets Italian Scientists
Call for applications 2022

For the purpose of promoting the Science and Technology collaboration between Italy and Japan, the Embassy of Italy in Tokyo is offering financial support for short visits of Italian scientists in Japan. The aim is to seed new long-term collaborations, and priority will be given to projects between groups that do not have previous collaboration history.
Priority will be given to potential industrial deployments and the following research area:
▪ Agritech
▪ Big data and quantum computing
▪ Biodiversity
▪ Sustainable mobility
▪ Gene therapy and drugs based on RNA technology
▪ Ageing Society (new technologies for homecare and Active and Healthy Life of People)
▪ Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics
▪ Nanosciences and Advanced materials
▪ Technologies for the Achievement of UN Sustainable Developments Goals (with focus to Renewable Energy)
▪ Space sciences, remote sensing, and Space technologies

Eligibility:
The call is open to Researchers holding a permanent position in Italian public or private research Organizations. Legal residence in Italy is required. Visits shall concern Researchers holding a permanent position in Japanese public or private research Organizations.

Funding:
A maximum of 15,000.00 euro will be allocated to this scheme. A minimum of 4 short visits will be supported, each individual funding not exceeding 3,750.00 euro.
The funding will consist of a reimbursement of travel and accommodation expenses for at least one-week minimum stay in Japan.

The visits should be carried out within 2023. Exceptionally, the visits might be postponed to 2024.

Deadline: 28/08/2022

Per maggiori informazioni: https://ambtokyo.esteri.it/ambasciata_tokyo/it/chi-siamo/dall-ambasciata/2022/06/japan-meets-italian-scientists.html